Knowledge that can help create World Peace
‘Once you know that there is that knowledge which can help create World Peace and Heaven on Earth you think: Oh, I have a responsibility here. But with it the bliss and the joy comes, and you get more than you give. …so for me it is an investment… and I mean it literally.’ – Belgium

Life has been kind generally
‘Many, many thanks to the National Yagyas. We’ve enjoyed the most peaceful August in Taiwan since 1947. There were no typhoons in August 2014. It’s just unbelievable for meteorologists! Life has been kind to me generally and I just enjoy everything I’m doing. And I believe the credit goes to the National Yagyas we’ve done for Taiwan.’ – Taiwan

Everything remains smooth
‘It’s especially during group programme that I realise that, since the beginning of the National Maharishi Yagyas for our country, even if dramatic events take place in our lives, everything remains smooth, without big upheavals. The effect is much more profound than we really realise and that understanding makes me very thankful and joyful!’ – Netherlands
To create and maintain world peace permanently, Maharishi designed the Global Peace Initiative. The Global Peace Initiative is establishing a large group of specially trained Vedic Pandits whose practice of Yogic Flying along with their performance of Vedic Yagyas can create a profound and measureable influence of peace for the world. In 2008, Maharishi founded the Brahmananda Saraswati Trust to support this group of professional peacekeepers in perpetuity.